






AERIAL SWEEP 'OR Till PAN-AMIlltCAN 

EXPOSITION. 

Vi8itors to the World's Fail', at Chicago, will remem
ber that the Midway Plaisance was by no means the 
least successful feature of that great undertaking. In
deed, it was so successful that the lighter and inci
dental features of the show were charged with exciting 
more than their legitimate share of attention, to the 
r!eglect of bona fide exhibits. However that may be, 
it is a fact that Ferris wheels, giant swings, exaggerated 
merry-go-rounds and various Titanic instruments of re
creation, do retain their attraction for the general fair
going public, and it is likely that they will long con
tinue to be prominent features at future exhibi

tions. 
We present illustrations of a huge revolving platform 

to which the name" Aerial Sweep" has been given by 
its designer, Mr. L. A. Dietrick, of this city. It is de
signed to be erected upon the grounds of the fOj·th
coming Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo. It con
sists of a tower, partly octagonal and partly circular, 
rising to an extreme height of 378 feet, upon which is 
supported at about its mill-height, a vast rotating plat
form, which will be 78 feet in width at the tower and 
will measure nearly 500 feet in length. The first sec
tion of the tower will be octagonal in plan, and wiII 
measure 150 feet in diameter. It will contain four 20-
foot stories and will rise to a height of 80 feet above 
the ground. At this level the tower will be reduced to 
a circular form with a diameter of 78 feet, the height 
of this section being 64 feet. At the top of this second 
section, 144 feet above the gl'ound, will be located the 
rotating platform or "sweep," which will be built of 
light steel truss work and will extend in opposite direc
tions 240 feet from the center of the towel'. Its extreme 
width will be 78 feet at the towel' and 45 feet at the 
outer ends, on each of which there will be erected a 
two-story bandstand. It will rotate upon a circle of 
12-inch steel balls contained between cast-steel cones, 
which "ill encircle the upper section of the tower. 
The ends of the platform will be supported by trussed 
steel strub!, which will extend from the base of the cir
cular tower to a connection with the fl'amework of the 
platform. The struts are stiffened by a system of 
lateral bracing consisting of lattice girders and tie
rods. They foot against a massive circular ring, which 
encloses the base of the tower, and the thrust is re
ceived by heavy baH-bearings which run in a cone 
bolted around the tower at this point. At the top of 
the lar/!:e dome-like extension of the tower, and at a 
point 110 feet above the platform, there will be placed a 
collar provided with ball-bearings, and to the collar 
will be attached wire cables which will extend down 
to the outer ends of the platform. The trusses of the 
platforru will be connected with this cable by means 
of vertical suspenders. A system of the cross cables 
will be introduced to steady the platform and give it 
the necessary rigidity. The platform, in addition to 
the two bandstands at each end, will provide a 20 foot 
prolllenade which will extend entirely around it, afford
in/!: a continuous walk of nearly 1.000 feet. The inner 
i'i<le of the promenade will be lined wit.h seats looking 
outwal'd, while a light, close, steel railing will be built 
arouud the outer and inner exposure of the promenade. 

The whole exterior of the structure below the level 
of the platform will be c,mvered with ornamental staff 
work and will be lib�1'$l1y lighted with windows. The 
nine stories of the interior will be floored over. giving 
an aggregate floor sp,ace of 120,000 feet which will 
be used for exhibition purposes. There will be eight 
ele,'ators for the service of various stories, while one 
elevator will carry visitors to a platform 140 feet above 
the sweep, or abo ut 300 feet above the ground line. 
The structure of the,,"octagonal tower will extend 50 
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END VIEW OF ROTATING PLATFORM. 

feet above this platform and will carry a 16-foot ball 
in which will be placed a 2,500-candle power electric 
light. 'fhe whole structure will be highly ornamented 
and an elaborate system of electric ilIlll11illation will 
be afforded by the 12,000 incandescent lights with 
which the structure will be covered. The rotation of 
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the platform will be accomplished by means of a cir
cular rack and pinions operated by electric power. 

Each column foundation will consist of a large mass 
of concrete, upon which will be placed heavy base 
plates, 4 feet square, upon which -will be erected the 
vertical steel posts that carry the structure. Particular 
attention has been paid to the system of lateral and 
wind bracing, which has been designed to meet the 
llIaxiUlulll wind pressures that are likely to occur in 
the locality of the Exposition. 
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A SIMPLE COMPASS WITH A CALIPER-SCALE; 

A patent has been taken out by Leslie Young and 
John L. Ryan, tor a compass in which a pencil con
stitutes one leg, and which is provided with a scale for 
indicating a distance between the pencil and the pivot
leg. The inventors have assigned part of their interest 
to Patrick F. Lynch, 2152 Fulton street, Brooklyn, 
New York city. 

'I'he pencil is surrounded by a tapered longitudi
nally-split sleeve, which can be clamped tightly into 
engagement with the pencil by means of a cIamping
rin�. A collar also surrounds, and moves on the pencil. 
The upper end of the 

pivot-leg of the com
passes, bent at right 
angles to the body, 
is pivoted to a lug on 
the collar. The up
per end of the pivot
leg is, furthermore, 
connected with a lug 
on the sleeve. To a 
second lug on the 
sleeve an adjusting
s c r e w is attached, 
,which passes through 
o p e n i n g s in lugs 
fOI'med on the collar. 
Between the collar
lugs is an adjusting
nut. From the en
graving it will be 
seen that, the lugs 
through which the 
screw passes are op-
posite those to which A SIMPLE COMPASS WITH A 

the metal leg and its CALIPER SCALE. 

link are pivoted. 
A caliper-scale extends down from the sleeve and 

moves between two guides, one of which is made in 
the form of a pointer playing over the scale. 

When the adjusting-nut is turned, the collar is moved 
on the pencil, thereby causing the pivot-leg to move 
inwardly or outwardly, depending upon the direction 
in which the nut is turned. The distance between the 

legs can be determined by the scale and pointer. The 
devise is both cheap and simple in construction. 
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Packing Butter In Glass. 

A new use has been found for glass. It consists in 
packing butter in a box made of six sheets of ordinary 
window glass, the edges being covered with gummed 
paper. The closed box is then enveloped in.. a layer 
of plaster of paris a fourth of an inch thick, and it is 
covered wit h a �peci!l.lly prepared paper. As the plaster 
is a bad conductor of heat, the temperature inside the 

hermetically sealed receptacle remains constant, being 
unaffected by external changes. The cost of packing 
is only about 2 cents per pound. It is used to a great 
extent in Australia. Butter has been sent from Mel
bourne to Killlberley, in Africa, and the butter was 
found to be in a perfectly sound condition. Cases are 
now made which hold as much as 200 pounds of butter . 
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TOWER AND ROTATING l'LATFORM: DESIGNED TO BE ERECTED AT TIlE FORTHCOMING PAN-AM:EJUCAN EXPOSITION. 

Hei�ht of tower, 878 feet. LeD�th of platform. 480 feet. 




























